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Scope of this document
VDES is a maritime radio communications system. It is the successor of AIS, the extremely successful
maritime system for anti-collision and exchange of ship identification and navigational information. This
document provides a high-level introduction to the VDES technology. The purpose of the document is
to increase awareness and understanding about VDES for stakeholders and decision makers in the
maritime industry.

Figure 1: Illustration of AIS

Generation 1: AIS (Automated Identification System)
AIS was developed in the 1990s and it marked the beginning of the digitalization of the maritime
industry. Figure 1 illustrates how AIS allows ships to share messages containing id, current position,
course, and speed with other ships as well as with coast stations. More recently, since around 2010,
AIS satellites have been deployed for global AIS reception.
AIS allows the mariner to plot and track nearby ships automatically in the onboard ECDIS (Electronic
Chart Display and Information System). This is a very effective collision-preventive tool, increasing the
visualization of sailing and enabling more effective radio communication between ships. Consider this
example voice communication: “Dutch trawler, Eva-Maria, confirm that you will be turning starboard to
prevent collision”. In this message, the name and nationality of the targeted ship are known because of
AIS. Before, the sailor had to use a more indirect language: “Trawler, 12 miles North of Hanstholm
sailing East, confirm that you will be turning starboard to prevent collision”.
On land, by using AIS data, shipping companies are
able to monitor the exact location of each ship in
their fleet, and public information systems have
emerged, enabling anyone to check out ships in their
local waters. An example is seen in Figure 2.
The International Maritime Organization (IMO) [1] is
the United Nations’ agency for maritime navigation
and safety regulation. IMO maintains the SOLAS
(Safety of Life at Sea) convention which specifies
required communications infrastructure by the
industry and authorities under the GMDSS (Global
Maritime Distress and Safety System). Figure 3
illustrates the main communications systems of
GMDSS as well as its coverage areas (A1-A4).
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Figure 2: Public AIS-based vessel tracking
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Figure 3: Illustration of GMDSS
AIS is an integrated element of GMDSS. AIS transceivers exist as both Class A and Class B variants with
different transmit power and different levels of information. Class A is mandatory under SOLAS for
passenger ships as well as for all ships above 300 gross tonnage.
At the top of Figure 3, the AIS-based SART (Search and Rescue Transponder) system can be seen. This
is used for plotting “man over board” directly in the ECDIS of nearby ships for efficient rescue operations.
AIS also includes ASM (Application-Specific Messaging) for pushing small text messages containing e.g.
water levels in canals or weather information by the local authority. ASM was added to AIS in 2001,
and in 2010, the use of ASM was standardized by the “IMO Safety of Navigation Circular 289”. ASM
has become very popular and is causing severe congestion of the AIS system in many regions.

Generation 2: VDES (VHF Data Exchange System)
Despite the advancements in navigational efficiency and maritime safety from AIS and other systems
under GMDSS, too many fatal events at sea are still seen. Moreover, the development towards more
Arctic traffic and autonomous shipping demands new systems and digital services. Maritime authorities
and the maritime industry have captured a comprehensive set of such demands in the IMO “e-Navigation
strategy”.
Because e-Navigation cannot be realized using current GMDSS systems, the new VDES standard has
been specified. VDES is “AIS on steroids”, delivering higher capacity and true global two-way data
connectivity for the ship bridge. New data channels using advanced modulation schemes have been
defined, including robust satellite uplink and downlink channels. Terrestrial VDES (ship-to-ship and shipto-shore) is defined as VDE-TER and satellite-based VDES (ship-to-satellite) as VDE-SAT.
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VDES will allow for a broad range of new e-Navigation services as illustrated by Figure 4. The figure
adds these new services (compared to those provided by AIS in Figure 1):
1. Ice maps (current or predictions) can be provided close-to-realtime to vessels in Arctic waters.
2. Sensor data from critical machinery can be reported regularly to ensure proactive technical
service (technician to be available in the next harbor).
3. Smart buoys can be deployed in remote waters to report environmental measurements. The
behavior of the smart buoy can be controlled remotely.
These are just a few examples covering uplink and downlink, monitoring/tracking, and remote control.
Many more solutions and offerings, most of which do not exist today, will be enabled by VDES.

Figure 4: Illustration of VDES

Figure 5: Malaysian GMDSS coverage (source [2])
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Considering that many e-Navigation services will demand close-to-realtime or at least periodic (e.g.
hourly) connectivity globally, the VDE-SAT option will be very important. This can be seen by Figure 5
which shows the current availability of GMDSS systems in Malaysian waters. Since VDES is VHF-based,
VDE-TER coverage will only be available in area A1. So, VDE-SAT will be needed for coverage in areas
A2 and A3 (as well as A4 in Arctic regions).

The future of VDES
VDES will be the future primary connectivity option for e-Navigation services and we predict that VDES
will replace AIS as a mandatory GMDSS system within the coming decade.
The upgrade from AIS to VDES on board the ship only requires exchanging the transceiver box, whereas
the antenna, power and connections to the ECDIS do not have to be changed from today's state of the
art. This ensures much lower cost and wide applicability compared to alternative solutions based on
e.g. global satellite networks. These depend on proprietary and expensive dish antennas, which are
great for broadband internet connectivity in the high-end segment of approximately 50,000 vessels.
For the fishing fleet in many parts of the World and for the low-end leisure segment, however, the cost
of such systems is not an option. Also, the scalability of new smart buoy solutions will demand low-cost
equipment and connectivity.
Another very important feature is that VDES connects directly to bridge equipment such as the ECDIS.
VDES is a closed and secure system where services are approved by ship crew and authorities. Open
internet-based connectivity cannot be used directly with bridge equipment. Using satellite broadband
systems would demand additional layers of cyber security since the risk of intrusion from hackers or
malware would be high.
Today there are more than 200,000 vessels reporting their position using “Class A” or “Class B” AIS
transceivers (source [3]). With new e-Navigation services, solutions, and systems enabled by VDES, we
predict that more than 500,000 ships and buoys will be connected via VDES over the coming 10 years.
This growth will also be driven by the ongoing penetration of both AIS and VDES in developing
countries.
The most recent AIS-to-VDES roadmap by the VDES standardization body, IALA, is shown in Figure 6.
The exact timing of this roadmap will depend on decisions made about radio frequency allocations at
the ITU World Radio Conference [4] in November 2019.

Conclusion
VDES solves the demands of coastal administrations and industry and can be expected to facilitate a
digital disruption of the maritime sector. The technology will allow for localized, approved, secure
realtime data exchange between close-by ships, authorities, buoys, and service providers world-wide.
VDES can be viewed as a special maritime safety/navigation IoT standard. We expect that the growth
rate of VDES will be comparable within its own niche to the growth rates of terrestrial IoT systems such
as LoRa, Sigfox, and NB-IoT. Therefore, it is important for maritime authorities, shipping companies, and
solution/service providers to start preparing now for the opportunities of VDES.
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Figure 6: AIS-to-VDES roadmap, June 2019 (source [5])
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